
Here's your chance to .

From 9am to 9pm on Friday, April 17, 2009

will be speaking poetry in random locations. and

take your chance to .

This is about bringing poetry in all it's forms to all the corners

of daily life. If you've got fifteen minutes of poems, or can make one poem

last 15 minutes, you're in. If you aren't a poet, but have a poem or three you

can to read aloud, you're in. If you do performance poetry or spoken word,

all the better. If you know a number of poets, get together to read for an

hour or share 15 minutes.

in a bookstore, hospital, street corner, hotel, shopping mall,

art gallery, cafe/restaurant, retail store, bus stop, park, theatre,

school/classroom, backyard party, farm, at home, sculpture garden, under

a bridge, in a canoe on a lake, at the beach, at the gym,

Go to for details and to sign up.

spring poetry on an unsuspecting world Fifteen

minutes is all it takes.

all over Canada and in the

U.S. Sign up online

participate in a day of guerrilla poetry

Don't be shy.

You can read

anywhere you can

get away with making 15 minutes of noise.

cookedandeaten.com

poets

CALL FOR POETS - APRIL 17, 2009
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